
CHORONZON REVEAL ART AND VIDEOS FOR UPCOMING RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2010 - The cover for their forthcoming album 'Ziggurat of Dead 
Shibboleths' is complete and CHORONZON are giving a pre-release look. Set for release via 
Inner-X-Musick on the --th of  October, CHORONZON open up new vistas in the vast world 
they have created over the course of their long and unusual career. 
ZIGGURAT - zig·gu·rat - noun \ˈzi-gə-ˌrat\
an ancient Mesopotamian temple tower consisting of a lofty pyramidal structure built in successive  
stages with outside staircases and a shrine at the top; also : a structure or object of similar form
SHIBBOLETH - shib·bo·leth - noun \ˈshi-bə-ləth also -ˌleth\
1: a word or saying used by adherents of a party, sect, or belief and usually regarded by others as  
empty of real meaning 2: a use of language regarded as distinctive of a particular group 
Eperimental  Psychedelic  Industrial  Blackmetal  act  CHORONZON in  a  creative  alliance  with 
INNER-X-MUSICK is currently completing production on the first album to be released on Inner-
X Musick, 'Ziggurat of Dead Shibboleths', which is the first full album since  Panic Pandemic in 
2005. 

As with every CHORONZON release since the first demo in 1986, the cover features the art of P. 
Emerson Williams, CHORONZON's vocalist and multi-instrumentalist. In the past Williams' work 
has also graced covers for releases by bands like SLEEPCHAMBER, Rat King, kkoagulaa, Veil of 
Thorns, Primordial, Katatonia and many more. 

With the videos for "We Come Into Evening" and the title track, CHORONZON were fortunate to 
have two tracks given the visionary treatment of Dutch electronic music pioneer and video artist 
Ferenc. CHORONZON being as much an art concept and multimedia project as a musical entity are 
matched by the swirling vortex of imagery Ferenc brings to the tracks.   

'Ziggurat of Dead Shibboleths' is slated for release on Inner-X-Musick on October xx 2010.

Track list:

  
1. Formula
2. Identify the Patient
3. Monoliths Down
4. Ride Through the Night Sky
5. Spacedust to Spacedust
6. The Dead
7. The Great Work
8. The Revealing
9. Vox Humana
10. We Come Into Evening
11. Ziggurat of Dead Shibboleths

###



Videos:

Ziggurat of Dead Shibboleths:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMLe6vd4R4s

We Come Into Evening:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JPNa4NgQaM

About Inner-X-Musick:

Originally INNER-X-MUSICK was a record label/mail order catalog run by Boston musician John 
Zewizz. Over the years INNER-X-MUSICK has changed its name 3 times and released well over a 
hundred releases. At its high point (the mid 1980’s) INNER-X-MUSICK released musick by bands 
such as Sleep Chamber, Controlled Bleeding, Jonathan Briley, 7 From Life, Daze Of Trance, The 
Flagellents, Hideous In Strength, Women Of The SS, Cult Ov The Womb, Mahcanik, Dokument, 
Noizeclot, Hunting Lodge, Human Flesh, and PSI Field. But by the 1990’s Inner-X-Musick was the 
solely promoting Sleep Chamber musick, and usually shared the release with another label (the 
Italian label Musica Maxima Magnetica,the German label FünfUndVierzig, and Cleopatra Records 
out of L.A.). Inner-X-Musick is back in 2009 with new releases by SLEEPCHAMBER and a new 
group of  artists  –  including  Choronzon,  Grammal  Seizure,  Veil  Of  Thorns,  Psychonaut75,  and 
Batcheeba. 

About CHORONZON:

As experimental Industrial Blackmetal act CHORONZON approach the twenty-fourth year mark 
in their career, CHORONZON continue to build on an ever expanding pallette with their most 
varied release to date. From the stripped down, soundscape driven psychedelic heaviness of old the 
last release, the band reurn to to the more recent organic shifting soundscape melding shades of 
electronic, classical and blackmetal with a darker than ever experimental sensibility. 

URL:

http://www.innerxmusick.com

Contact:

Inner-X-Musick

Brad Miller: theebmiller@gmail.com

Choronzon:

P. Emerson Williams: p.emerson.williams@veilofthorns.com
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